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Abstract. Teaching foreign languages in higher education with the adoption of a new
Federal Standard is focused on the development of communication skills of students
in professional and intercultural interaction. At the same time, the requirements to
the English language competence of students are generalized. Nevertheless, it is necessary to create professionally oriented educational materials, to model the pedagogical process, search methods and techniques, technologies, activities to achieve this
goal. The use of professionally oriented foreign language video resources has become in demand during the pandemic, when all higher educational institutions
switched to the online form of education. The purpose of this study is to check the effectiveness of using a didactic pack of video materials and video-based activities to
law students in the ―English in Law‖ course. The hypothesis of this research is to
prove the following idea: video materials and video-based activities allow students to
become aware of the language of law features and law realia of the English-speaking
countries. The research methods used for this study were: quantitative research
(a survey, testing, experiment) and qualitative (observations literature review, content analysis). The author includes fragments of legal films and TV series, videos
from video hosting sites and platforms for online learning. The researcher defines the
methodological subject, language and technical parameters for the selection of professionally oriented video resources. The video resources, selected by the author,
contain the targeted language material, standard professional communication tasks,
and help law students to highlight the features characteristic of the English-speaking
legal culture. The developed methodological support contributes to the expansion of
the socio-cultural awareness of students, allows them to incorporate the learned material in communicative situations, thereby preparing law students for professional
communication with foreign colleagues.
Keywords: English in Law context; video resources; teaching materials; law students; ESP classroom; intercultural competence
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Аннотация. Обучение иностранным языкам в высшей школе с принятием нового федерального стандарта призвано развивать коммуникативные способности студентов в сфере профессионального и межкультурного взаимодействия.
При этом требование к результатам освоения дисциплины «Иностранный
язык» о владении необходимыми компетенциями является обобщенным, и требует от преподавателя иностранного языка создания профессионально ориентированного учебного материала, моделирования педагогического процесса,
поиска методов, технологий, форм обучения для достижения поставленной цели. Применение профессионально ориентированных иноязычных видеоресурсов стало еще более востребованным в период пандемии, когда все высшие образовательные учреждения перешли на онлайн форму обучения. Цель: проверить результативность использования дидактического комплекса (видеоматериалов и разработанных к ним заданий) в курсе «Английский язык в правовом
контексте» для студентов-юристов. Гипотеза: использование специально отобранных видеоресурсов и разработанного сопровождения позволит студентам
усвоить особенности юридического английского языка и правовые реалии
США и Великобритании. Методы исследования: количественный (анкетирование, тестирование, эксперимент), качественный (наблюдение, обзор и анализ
литературы, анализ документов). К профессионально ориентированным видеоматериалам автор относит фрагменты из юридических фильмов и сериалов,
видеосюжеты с видеохостингов и платформ для онлайн-обучения. Автором
определены организационный, предметный, языковой и технический критерии
отбора профессионально ориентированных видеоресурсов и их параметры. Видеоресурсы, отобранные автором, содержат необходимый языковой материал,
стандартные профессиональные коммуникативные задачи, помогают студентам-юристам выделить особенности, характерные для англоязычной правовой
культуры. Разработанное методическое сопровождение способствует расширению социокультурного пространства обучающихся, позволяет закрепить усвоенный материал в коммуникативных ситуациях, тем самым готовя студентовюристов к профессиональному общению с иностранными коллегами.
Ключевые слова: английский язык в юридическом контексте; видео материалы; обучающие материалы; студенты-юристы; занятия по английскому языку
для специальных целей; межкультурная компетенция.
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Introduction. Rapid advances in technology and new professions, and increasing
numbers of students at all levels have brought
many innovations to the educational landscape.
A significantly fast access to the Internet-based
communications has multiplied the application
of videos as instructional tools. Researches on
instructional television have started since
1950s, and have emphasized the question of
how teaching English can be improved through
the use of television (Silver, 1968; Svobodny,
1969). Recent years have shown an explosion
of interest in using various video resources for
foreign language teaching for academic and
specific purposes in this country and abroad
(Abdinazarov, 2019, Alhaj, Albahiri, 2020, Badalova, 2019, Codreanu, 2014, Dementyeva,
2016, Feak, Reinhart, 2002, Кuzmina, Popova,
2019, Lobanova, 2015, Muchtar, Laundung et
al., 2015). Due to new federal state educational
standards the main goal of teaching English to
law students at university is to develop the
communication skills of students in the field of
professional interaction. Current research
demonstrates that this competence can be effectively developed within English for Specific
Purposes (ESP) courses. Although this requirement is quite generalized, teachers of English (ESP teachers) have to take into account
the considerations of course design (i.e. needs
analysis identification, specialist discourse investigation, and the curriculum determination)
in their work (Basturkmen, 2010) and adapt it
to students who are known as digital generation. This constitutes the first challenge as the
necessity to design ESP courses by themselves.
Almost all the works devoted to the images of law on television can be described as
comprehensive law-related catalogues which
can work from an educational perspective
(Chase, 2002, Dąbrowski, 2016, Meyer, Davis,
2018). It is important to note that there are
studies that describe teaching English to law
students (non-native speakers) through video

resources (Burmistrova, Stupnikova, 2017,
Dąbrowski, 2010, Rotar, Pershina, 2017,
Vyushkina, 2016 & 2020, and etc.). Despite of
the fact, that there are manuals used at ESP
classroom which promote cultural and legal
values of English speaking countries (e.g.
‗American Values Through Film: Lesson Plans
for Teaching English and American Studies‘,
2006; ‗Legal English through Movies‘ by
Vyushkina, 2000-2015); ‗Lawyering: Moral
and Ethical Issues‘ by Zykina, 2016, not all
ESP teachers share their worksheets and manuals on the topics ‗Law / lawyers in films‘, ‗Law
/ lawyers in videos‘, ‗How to work on legal
thrillers‘). Some of them could have been active writers ―for the drawer‖ for many years,
but have not publish a single book. This determines the second challenge as lack of teaching
resources.
Thirdly, there is a constant need to update
content and technology (activities) concerning
the obsolescence of both features. Therefore, it
becomes increasingly relevant to design a didactic pack of videos and teaching materials for
law students studying English.
Main Part. Objectives. The main objective of the research is to check the effectiveness
of using a didactic pack of videos and videobased materials to law students at ESP classroom. It intends to see if there is any influence
of using specially chosen videos and videobased tasks on vocabulary acquisition and cultural awareness in ESP. The question which
this study aims to answer is the following:
Do video resources and video-based materials have a significant effect on vocabulary
acquisition and cultural awareness in law of
ESP learners?
The hypothesis of this research is to
prove the idea:
„Video materials and video-based activities allow students to become aware of legal
language features and legal realia of Englishspeaking countries.
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The objective and the hypothesis of our
research led to the formulation of the following
tasks:
−
to examine the studies on teaching
ESP to students through video;
−
to highlight the criteria for the selection of videos suitable for law students;
−
to range video resources appropriate
to teach ESP to law students;
−
to present the technology of developing cultural awareness in law and listening
comprehension skills of ESP students.
Literature review. Approaches to teaching English to students through video resources. There are several approaches in research related to teaching English to undergraduate students through video resources.
Alhaj A.A.M., Albahiri M/H. have made a detailed outline of Saudi Arabi scientific works
devoted to the impact of videos on language
learning. Researchers agree that the understanding of grammatical structures can be improved as well as speaking and listening abilities of the learners (Alhaj, Albahiri, 2020). The
same aspect of language has been examined by
teachers from Karshi Engineering-Economic
Institute. Abdinazarov Kh.S, Badalova L.Kh
produced a theoretical review of advantages of
using video to train grammar skills. Besides
picture and sound, this tool also ―offers facilities, which are play controls, transcripts, subtitles and captions‖ (Abdinazarov, 2019; Badalova, 2019). Yan Ding has revealed the most
favorable features of an instructional video
used in online English courses and shown the
students` feedback (Yan, 2018). Tokiko Hori
has provided practical examples of the MOOCs
application in and out of the foreign language
classroom (Hori, 2018). Florina Codreanu has
presented a profound outline of different opinions, ideas, and approaches on teachinglearning technical English via sci-fi and techmovies (Codreanu, 2015).
Philip N. Meyer, Catlin A. Davis have
considered that many of the topics covered in
the standard first-year criminal law course
might have been taught through movies, highlighting the intricate interaction of law and reality and introducing students to the art of legal
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storytelling. They have insisted that video clips
or classical legal movies are not intended to
replace the course's regular doctrinal content,
but rather to supplement the cases. The moviebased exercises can bring the lectures to life
(Meyer & Davis, 2018). Andrzej Dąbrowski
has incorporated courtroom dramas in Legal
English lessons to contextualize language challenges and introduce students to various legal
genres (Dąbrowski, 2010, 2016). Christine
Feak and Susan Reinhart have conducted professional programs for nonnative speakers of
English who have a desire to become a lawyer
in the USA (Feak and Reinhart, 2002). Their
course, however, has included an extracurricular component as a weekly series of featurelength films on law-related topics and field
trips to a state prison; and a half-day visit to
U.S. federal court which may be substituted on
watching documentaries on various legal topics
at current time.
To strengthen the rationale, a few other
pedagogical researches could be added. Russian university professors and researchers have
also studied the topic of using video resources
at ESP classroom.
Vyushkina E.G. has developed instructional materials to be utilized in an ESP classroom with legal movies to improve law students' professional communication ability. A
key idea of the study is selecting film episodes
based on a specific communicative situation
(―lawyer – client communication; court in session; opening statements; closing statements;
lawyer – judge communication; lawyer – lawyer communication; examination / crossexamination, etc.) and collecting such episodes
from various films under a certain criteria
(Vyushkina, 2016).
Dementieva T.M. has used authentic
online video films on different human rights
topics; Burmistrova K.A. & Stupnikova L.V.
have paid a close attention to the US legal series as a considerable source of professional
vocabulary for development of the intercultural
awareness of law students; Zaharova M.V. has
been focused her survey on forming students‘
listening skills in English through video podcasts BBC Interviews Extra; Kuzmina A.V. &
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Popova N.V. have preferred videos in General
English, and documentaries on up-to-date technical matters (Dementieva, 2016, Burmistrova
& Stupnikova, 2017, Zaharova, 2018, Kuzmina
& Popova, 2019).
Conceptual framework of the course
‗English in Legal Context‘. The course of English in Legal Context taught at the department
of foreign languages for Specific Purposes is
content-based and its syllabus is organized by
branches of law and corresponds to the subjects
of legal disciplines: (a) Introduction to legal
profession, (b) Sources of law, legal systems,
(c) the US Constitution, (d) Criminal law.
While studying the following topics in Russian,
we present relevant topics in English in delay
or in parallel, introducing students to certain
features of American law and the distinctive
linguistic phenomena of the English legal language (Ageeva & Lapekina, 2021). Teachers
use the course book ―English in Legal Context‖
(Ageeva, 2017). The course is partly presented
online1 and designed with five foci in mind, all
of which are inherently linked.
First, it is important to integrate linguistic
abilities with legal material. English in Legal
Context is a language course rather than a lecture on a specific area of law. As a result, these
classes should blend language competency with
particular purpose content knowledge (subjectspecific knowledge in our instance), rather than
focusing on legal knowledge. Our course prepares students to listen/watch law lectures in
English, but it is not a Legal English course.
Second, it is necessary to focus on the
development of important aspects of communicative competence in English for Specific Purpose. This means that legal context should be
concerned when considering sociolinguistic,
discourse, intercultural, and translation abilities.
Third, much attention should be paid to
professional terminology. A teacher of English
(an LSP teacher) should employ various techniques aimed at consolidating this specialized
(legal) vocabulary.
1

English
for
Professional
Purposes,
URL:
https://sites.google.com/site/eflforpp/english-for-law
students/legal-education-in-the-us-1 (Accessed 12 May 2021)
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Fourth, the course includes authentic and
teaching materials such as real and abridged
cases and court decisions which expand the vocabulary of legal terms and expressions, and
promote the development of analytical and critical thinking.
Fifth, we incorporate fragments of movies and videos from online educational platforms and motion films or series which help to
develop listening skills, and motivate students
to be an integral part of international community. When working with such resources, a copyright issue must be considered. In Russia this
issue is regulated by Article 1275 which admits
the free use of television programs, sound and
video recordings for educational purposes by
educational organizations.
Requirements to video resources. Based
on previous studies and the literature, the researcher has proposed a preliminary list of video resources appropriate to teach English for
Specific Purposes to law students:
−
video materials on educational platforms such as Research Channel, Teacher
Tube, TED, videolectures.net, and the specific
YouTubeEDU (Oddone, 2011);
−
videos on Massive Open Online
Courses (Coursera, FutureLearn, EdX, Khan
Academy, Udemy, Study.com, etc.) (Hori,
2018); open university courses (Harvard, Yale,
etc.);
−
trailers and excerpts from legal movies (Burmistrova, Stupnikova, (2017, Meyer,
Davis, 2018, Vyushkina, 2016);
−
video podcasts (BBC Interviews Extra, ELLLO); video law podcasts; law podcasts;
−
documentaries or specialized movies
made by law centers;
−
TV courtroom shows (Dąbrowski,
2010).
Certain criteria should be selected to increase the efficacy of teaching English to law
students through video resources. The researcher analyzed studies of foreign and Russian authors, teachers of English, blogs and
recommendations of visuals for instructors on
social learning environments and structured the
requirements to video resources which may
provide the students` engagement and may be
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demonstrated in ESP classroom. It should be
noted that we consider authentic materials are
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produced by native speakers or in the countries
where English is one of the official languages.
Table 1

Requirements to video resources
Таблица 1
Требования, предъявляемые к видеоресурсам
# Features

Description

Methodological parameters
1.
purpose
Purpose of showing a video resource and frequency of video views should be determined.
2.
topic
The subject studied in the framework of educational program must be integrated into the
topic of legal movies. The selection of video
material topics should relate to students' majors.
II. Subject parameters
3.
content
A socially significant content as a key component in teaching English through video resources. Language content should be selected
accurately.
4.
density
This feature concerns with the amount of information that a fragment has. If there is too
much information, listeners tend to get lost.
5.
type
Art video, documentary video, training video
is possible.
6.
genre
Thrillers (crime thrillers, legal thrillers, spy
thrillers) respond to professional interest of
student.
III. Language parameters
7.
level of Eng- Language performance of the speaker should
lish
match or excel a bit the level of student`s language proficiency
8.
fluency
Fluent, friendly and impressing speech is
more welcome.
9.
teaching/
Methodological organization of the viewing
learning activi- process should be organized.
ties
IV. Technical parameters

Researchers, educational platforms

I.

10.
length

Burmistrova
and
Stupnikova, 2017
Lobanova, 2015; Burmistrova and Stupnikova, 2017; Ageeva
and Lapekina, 2021

Kuzmina and Popova,
2019;

Manuel, J (2021)

Vyushkina, 2016,
Grigorenko et al., 2020
Vyushkina,
2016,
Meyer, Davis, 2018

Grigorenko et al., 2020
EdX, Udemy1, Stepik2
Grigorenko, Sagalaeva
& Fisunova, 2020

Short video segments are more preferable. EdX, Udemy, Stepik,
Engagement drops sharply after 6 minutes. Mor and Warburton,
Excerpts or the whole movies can be divided 2016
into short pieces. Video steps, texts & as-

1

How to make a great tutorial video, URL: https://blog.udemy.com/how-to-make-a-great-tutorial-video/ (Accessed 26 June 2021).
Video recording recommendations, URL: https://support.stepik.org/hc/en-us/articles/360000173194-Video-recording-recommendations
(Accessed 26 June 2021).
2
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# Features

Researchers, educational platforms

Description

signments should be interchanged.
11.
types
of Talking heads, interviews, animations are
presentation
more desirable.
12.
quality (sound A good sound quality is quite important for
& video)
an instructional video.
13.
supporters
Transcripts or subtitles are necessary.
The selection of video resources. The
choice of movies for the course was determined
by the course syllabus. The ABA Journal`s
greatest legal movies (Brust, 2008), articles of
law professors and teachers of Legal English in
Russia and abroad, current legal thrillers were
examined and included into a movie list to use
in the course. The table below (table 2) presents
topics, a short description of the video fragments presented to the students and sets of legal vocabulary items occurred there.
Full-length movies (Appendix 1) were
watched and classified according to the topic

9

EdX, Udemy, Stepik

and legal terminology. Communicative situation did not play a key role in the classification,
though a communicative content and cultural
realia were important. After that the selected
tracks were extracted by multimedia file converter software, which allowed picking a necessary track, adding or removing subtitles. A text
format subtitle file could be easily found in the
Internet. The average length of video tracks is
between two four minutes. All selected video
passages respond to the guidance and recommendations.

Table 2
Contents Chart
Таблица 2
Содержание курса
Brief description of a piece of movie
Vocabulary items
A paralegal introduces a new associate with a Paralegal, associate, partner, senior
law firm. / Suits, 2011
partner, law degree, specialize in,
department head, divorce, command model.
This is a discussion between an American attor- Lawyer, court, (un)fair, settle a
ney and his client. The attorney gives legal ad- case, protect people, represent a
vice on divorce matter. /The Marriage Story, client, come to agreement, burden,
2019
file a suit.
This episode depicts a feature of English legal Barrister, solicitor, silk, evidence,
system: a division into solicitors and barristers. to judge, to win a case.
/The Escape Artist, 2013
A lawyer is asked to come to a nursery school to Prison, evidence, (not) guilty, reaspeak about his job. / The Escape Artist, 2013
sonable doubt.
The episode shows the conversation among the Attorney, justice, federal offense,
FBI agents, the US attorney and Mark, a witness crime, need a lawyer, punish,
of a mafia lawyer suicide. The officials are vio- withhold information, without
lating the boy`s right to legal counsel./ ‗Client‘, one`s consent, interrogate
1994

C The US Constiri
tution
mi
na
l
la
w

Legal profession
Legal profession

Unit

The law professor introduces her subject to 1st

Actus reus, mens rea, courtroom,
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Legal education

Unit
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Brief description of a piece of movie
Vocabulary items
year law students and presents a case study attempted murder, assassin.
method. / ‗How to get away with murder‘, 2014.
The judge informs the jurors about the im- First degree murder, serious charge,
portance of a reasonable doubt in deciding the premeditated murder, listen to the
case./ ‗12 Angry Men‘, 1957
evidence and testimony of witnesses,
separate facts from the fancy.
st
The episodes show the 1 day at law school, and Read the case, class assignment,
explain features of American legal education. / damages, areas of law: property, tax
‗Paper Chase‘, 1973; ‗Firm‘, 1993; Legally law, international law, criminal law,
blonde, 2001; ‗How to get away with murder‘, torts, bar exam.
2014.
Members of Memphis law firm interview a Har- Law school, top five, CPA exam,
vard law graduate. / The Firm, 1993
LSAT, international tax law, bribe,
placement office.

The researcher has definitely considered
videos on YouTube platform as a brilliant
channel of free and fast way of getting a quality
source of information. The requirements for
these videos have been the same (table 1).
Another type of video resources used in
the course was Massive Open Online Course.
These courses were recommended for students
with B1/B2 level of English as they demanded
good listening and language skills. Free online
courses known as MOOC provide legal areas
and spread for free; they offer mostly prerecorded webinars and can be completed by
students at home.
It is a well-known fact that young people
nowadays belong to digital generation who are
brought up in a rich information society; they
communicate through various types of social

networking: VK, TikTok, Instagram, YouTube,
etc; consume and produce their own video resources. The researcher inferred that watching
videos could be a routine activity; it might relieve the tension of students while completing
the tasks.
Description of video-based activities.
While having selected the materials the researcher has come across many informative and
professionally oriented videos, however, has
not included them into the teaching pack because they consist of too complicated vocabulary, slang; fluency / intelligibility of speech is
insufficiently comprehensible. So there are four
units in the teaching pack accompanied by video content. Each unit has a similar composition,
though activities and instructions may vary
(table 3):
Table 3
Activities on videos
Таблица 3
Виды деятельности по этапам просмотра видео фрагментов

I. Pre-viewing
Aims
To remove difficulties in video
perception
To prepare linguistically, to develop guessing.

Instruction
Translate the vocabulary above/ below.
Guess the meaning of.
Predict by list of words / movie scene.
Express your opinion on the idea/ plot of the video.
Share the guesses with your partner.
Explain your opinion to the class.
Predict what the story will be about, etc.

II. While viewing
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To listen for gist

Identify the key words / key ideas.
Elicit the stories closer to the original one.
Find …(at the beginning, in the middle and the end
of video)
To listen for specific infor- 1. Fill in the gaps.
mation
2. Complete the quiz (true/ false, multiple choice, open
answer). Restore the table.
3. Listen and Describe.
4. Summarize the plot (Dictogloss)
Decide which statements are true or false.
Correct false information.
Complete the statements.
Put events in order.
Prepare a diagram or something similar with five questions.
Find out suitable speech patterns.
Describe the main characters/ events / items.
To organize the ideas
Take notes.
1. Highlight the features of characters/ legal terms/ legal
systems/ cultural realia.
To listen for the speaker‘s atti- Identify what the speaker really thinks of the event.
tude or opinion
Answer the questions.
III. Post-viewing
To check comprehension,
Match.
To revise and practice vocabu- Categorize.
lary, grammar, phonetics
Compare and contrast the features of the concept/ character
/location.
Find out the similarities and differences if watched more
than one video or discussed a video and a text.
To organize the plot,
Paraphrase or sum up the plot, dialogue.
To differentiate between major Comment on …
and minor information
To get involved into real com- Use certain speech patterns in the dialogue of your own.
munication
Describe the main characters/ events/ items/ personal expeTo use acquired language mean- rience/ impressions.
ingfully and fluently
Role-play the episode.
Add some information you know and role-play the episode.
Complete the web-quest.
Methodology and methods. Research
design. The researcher conducted the experiment during two years. The research work was
divided into three periods: preparation period,
experimental period, and post-experimental
study. The research tools used for this study
were: quantitative research (a survey, testing,
experiment) and qualitative (observations literature review, content analysis). Many educa-

tional research methods are descriptive; they
set out to describe and to interpret what it is.
Participants. The research group was
composed of 60 full-time university students
attending English classes during their second
and third semesters of the 2019/2020 and
2020/2021 academic years. The study was conducted on first- and second-year undergraduate
law students with A2 levels of English. These
students were divided into two groups of partic-
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ipants with the same level of proficiency: an
experimental group and a control group. Each
group involved thirty participants. Pre- and
post-tests were administrated at the beginning
and end of the experiment, and then the data
was analyzed.
Materials. The researcher used the following materials in the experiment. She taught
English to experimental and control groups of
law students using the course book ‗English in
Legal Context‘ and a set of videos (table 2).
The variable condition was that the experimental group received video-based activities
(table 3). The control group completed ‗present
your findings in class‘ task. Pre- and post-tests
of video listening comprehension directed to
both groups of students.
Data collection. The preparation period
was devoted to identify the basis of the research, perform a survey on teachers and students of both groups; select the videos and design the video-based activities. The researcher
did two types of surveys to know about the opportunities of ESP teachers to use videos and
video-based activities in classroom.
Firstly, ten teachers of the department of
foreign languages for Specific Purposes were
interviewed to know what video resources they
preferred in ESP classroom, how often they
used them, and what feedback they got.
The difference in the proficiency level of
students was also important. The participants
should be of the same level of English. The research used testing to check the level of proficiency of the students who entered law faculty.
That pre-test included sections: language and
culture, and video listening.
Besides testing the researcher conducted
a survey to know the opinion of students on
video resources in learning English.
During the experimental period which
was implemented for two terms the researcher
taught both groups of students.
After the collection the major data from
the pre-test, the tasks and activities were implemented using a set of selected video resources and video-based materials for the experimental group. The teaching process of ex-
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perimental group trough videos suited the overall curriculum framework.
Step 1. Pre-viewing. This step prepared
students to comprehend a video material
through warm-up activities intended to ask &
answer the questions related to the topic, brainstorm relevant vocabulary, and predict the plot
of the video.
Step 2. While viewing. First, the teacher
played the video fragment for gist – to help
learners to get the general idea of the story. The
pause button could be used, if necessary, to focus on sections students had difficulty in understanding. Next time the video could be played
mute or with sound and the ‗inferring the culture‘ exercise was done to produce the cultural
realia of the video. Students might figure out
what was being said, who was speaking, and
what was going on by using contextual cues
and their understanding of the topic.
Step 3. Post-viewing. In this step, the
teacher asked either to retell the episode (e.g.
the ‗snowball‘ technique) or comment on or
paraphrase the situation. It was time to check
predictions and choose the most accurate listener. In addition, students could be asked to
characterize and compare the items (characters,
realia, and events) or alternatively, students
were asked to complete exercises after they had
watched a segment. Finally, s speaking technique as role-play was welcome. More detailed
procedure can be seen at table 3. A lesson plan
description based on the topic ‗Law school‘ is
presented in Appendix 2.
The final task for each unit for both
groups was a post-test, a kind of an achievement test measuring students' ability to repeat
language and legal culture elements that they
have learned and mastered at some level.
Research Results and Discussion. According to the survey, 50% of the teachers used
instructional video clips on the Youtube platform once a week inside and outside the classroom. 30% of the respondents use video clips
of online courses from time to time. The most
popular activity reported by teachers was to
watch the video and present findings in class.
Frequently, teachers do not attempt to select
appropriate assignments for their students be-
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cause this kind of activity takes much time to
find a certain video and develop the videobased tasks. Most teachers wish they had more
knowledge in law, better IT skills, and time to
design teaching materials.
In regard to full-length movie classification (Sherman, 2003), 20% of the teachers used
the illustrated talk (a teacher gives a commentary to culture-specific items while watching
the movie, stops at the climax, offers the students to make guesses about the end of the story, and do suitable recap activities at home), 40
% of staffers incorporated the salami tactics (a
movie is divided into several episodes and
watched during several lessons following a
common approach – pre-viewing, while viewing, post-viewing exercises), the independent
film study (watching a movie at home and being prepared for a class discussion) was spread
among 70 % of respondents, though this possibility was offered to the students with strong
level of English. One fifth of the teachers used
all types of guided watching.
Thus, the survey could sum up that all
teachers used video resources in their work, the
majority of staffers incorporated Youtube videos, full-length movies or the salami tactics in
the classroom. The interviews depicted that using videos in the classroom is often a challenge.
English class, which involves watching an episode of any legal topic, takes teachers` proficiency both in English and some awareness in
law, creativity, stamina and much time. Sometimes they lack legal knowledge and tend to
consult law teachers or experts.
The next important step was to analyze
the data about the students. It appears that both
groups of applicants showed satisfactory or
good results on language. However, listening
skills and cultural awareness, depending on the
proficiency of English and English-speaking
culture view, were rather ordinary. Listening
tasks were hard to be completed by those who
had not taken the Uniform State Exam in English, an international English-language proficiency test or had not spoken with a native
speaker. The students with B1 level of English
did not have any difficulties in listening comprehension on general English topics. Students
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with A1/A2 levels of English found the listening tasks complex. Some students expressed a
negative reaction on listening exercises; they
were ready to complete language tasks, but listening comprehension activities made them feel
frustrated.
The survey showed that the majority of
students hardly ever used the variety of video
resources spread in the Internet to improve their
English. During the Covid-19 period they had
to watch educational lectures in Russian and be
online. Students with B1 level of English
watched films and video clips in English from
time to time.
In order to form the experiment groups of
participants and find out if there were any significant differences between the pre-test scores
of the students in the experimental group and
the control group, the researcher carried the
Mann Whitney U Test. This test was performed
to determine that the samples in both the experimental group and the control group were similar in their proficiency level of English and
their ability to recognize and comprehend the
targeted vocabulary. A significant difference in
the result would suggest that the study was unconvincing. Table 4 gives the results.
The study of the findings in Table 4 reveals the results of Mann Whitney U test for
the pretest academic achievement scores of
the students in the experimental and control
groups did not show any statistical difference
(Z=0.036; p=.48>.05). The rank average of
the pretest scores of the experimental group
students was 30.6, while the students in the
control group had a pretest score rank average of 30.4.
A variety of watching solutions depends
on students` language proficiency. For example, such routine listening tasks as ‗tick the
words you hear‘, ‗underline the words you do
not hear‘, ‗tick a true answer‘ received more
right answers, than cloze tasks (‗fill in the
gaps‘, ‗complete the statements‘) which tend to
be more difficult. These tasks as ‗answer the
questions‘, ‗decide if the following statements
are true, false or doesn`t say‘ demand a better
command of English of the learners and got
less true or incomplete answers.
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Table 4
Results of the U Test to Compare the Groups’ Pre-test Scores
Таблица 4
Результаты использования критерия Манна-Уитни в предварительном тестировании
в обеих группах эксперимента
Groups
Experimental

Numbers
30

Rank
Average
30.6

Sum of
Ranks
918

group
Control group

30

30.4

U

Z

P*

447

0.03696

.48405

912

ence between the pre – and post-tests in each of
the two groups of learners to state their progression level after using a set of video materials and video-based activities.
Table 5
Results of the U Test to Compare the Groups’ Post-test Scores
Таблица 5
Результаты использования критерия Манна-Уитни в завершающем тестировании
в обеих группах эксперимента

The pre-tests and post-tests were not the
same. The scores were collected and compared
statistically using Mann Whitney U Test in order to see if there was any significant differ-

Groups
Experimental
group
Control group

Numbers
30
30

Rank
Average
39.63
21.37

The examination of the findings in Table
5 demonstrates that the results of the Mann
Whitney U test concerned to the post-test academic achievement scores of the students in the
experimental and control groups revealed a statistically significant difference at the level of
p<.05 (Z=4.043; p=.00001<.05). The rank average of the post-test scores of the experimental
group students was 39.63, while the students in
the control group had a post-test score rank average of 21.37.
The analyses had shown no significant
difference between the rank averages of the
groups‘ pretest academic achievement scores;
however, an examination of the rank averages
of their post-test academic achievement scores
demonstrates that the students in the experimental group had higher academic achievement
than those in the control group. This result in-

Sum of
Ranks
1189

U

Z

P*

176

4.04354

.00001

641
dicates that the experimental group students
attained higher success after the experimental
application when compared to their peers in the
control group. Based on the findings, it is possible to conclude that incorporation of videos
and video-guided materials significantly increased the academic achievement levels of the
experimental group of students.
Conclusion. This study verified that using a didactic pack of selected videos and specially designed video-based activities improved
law students‘ English listening comprehension
skills, language acquisition, and cultural
awareness of legal concepts. Furthermore, the
researcher proved through the experiment that
the usage of the didactic pack led to mastering
professional vocabulary and getting a faster
response in listening tasks. The findings of the
study suggest that teachers should be encour-
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aged to use video resources and video-based
activities to law students in their classrooms. It
is necessary to select videos according to the
certain criteria list in order to achieve higher
scores in language acquisition and cultural
awareness.
Video-based activities have
demonstrated better results comparing to ‗present your findings in class‘ task. The current
study should be taken as a foundation for other
studies performed in ESP classrooms for further development of video-based activities and
progress test validation.
Appendix 1
Filmography:
Heyman D., Baumbach, N. (Producers),
Baumbach, N. (Director), (2019) The Marriage
Story [Motion Picture], United States: Netflix
Rhimes, S. et al. (Producers), D'Elia, B.
(Director), (2014) How to get away with murder. Season 1. Episode 1. [Motion Picture],
United States: ABC Studios.
Paul Frift P., Jones, H.B. (Producers),
Welsh, B. (Director). (2013), The Escape Artist
(TV Series) [Motion Picture], United Kingdom:
Endor Productions.
Bray, K. (Producer) Klein, G. et al. (Producers), (2011) Suits. Season 1. Episode 1.
[Motion Picture], United States: USA
Network
Platt, M., Kidney, R. (Producers),
Luketic, R. (Director), (2001), Legally Blonde
[Motion Picture], United States: 20th Century
Fox.
Milchan, A., Reuther, S. (Producers),
Schumacher, J. (Director), (1994), The Client
[Motion Picture], United States: Warner Bros.
Davis, D. et al. (Producers), Pollack, S.
(Director), (1993), The Firm [Motion Picture],
United States: Paramount Pictures
Paul, R. (Producer), Bridges, J. (Director), (1973), The Paper Chase [Motion Picture],
United States: 20th Century Fox.
Henry Fonda, H., Rose, R., (Producers),
Lumet. S, (Director), (1957), Twelve Angry
Men [Motion Picture], United States: Fox Wilshire Theater.
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Appendix 2
Lesson plan sample
Aims
− to teach legal vocabulary related to
‗Legal education‘ topic.
− to develop language, subject-specific
and intercultural competences.
− Skills practiced: listening, writing, and
speaking.
Introductory comments:
Students (SS) have already learnt the vocabulary and read and analyzed the text ‗How
to become a lawyer in the US‘ (Ageeva, 2017).
They have done vocabulary exercises on synonym and equivalent search, making sentences
and answering the questions and making their
own questions, too. They have learnt about
stages of legal training program in the US,
skills students can develop while at college,
topics that students are required to take in the
first year of law school, teaching methods used
in American law schools, and exams law graduates should pass to practice law. During this
lesson (2 academic hours) SS will watch a video from Youtube1 and several pieces of movies
‗Paper Chase‘, ‗Legally blonde‘, ‗Firm‘, ‗How
to get away with murder‘.
Warm-up
SS can be asked to brainstorm reasons for
the question: Why is studying law in the US so
challenging? Teacher should monitor the work
and help with vocabulary if necessary.
Previewing
This activity is a predicting task and it is
focused mostly on speaking skills to find out
who has learnt the vocabulary studied at previous classes. SS share their opinions about the
plot and the characters of the video. A teacher
can share the cards with key words to help the
beginners.
While-viewing
When SS finish the watching the video
‗A Day in the Life: Harvard Law School‘, they
can compare and share their opinions in oral or
written form in class. In this stage, while the
video is being played to SS, they are expected
1

A Day in the Life: Harvard Law School Student, URL:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Q-mCNJp8X0 (Accessed
26 April 2021).
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to decide if the statement is true or false; and
correct the false statements:
1. Heather Pickerell is a first-year law
student.
2. She has been at Harvard Law School
(HLS) for a week.
3. She is nervous of a large size of the
group, people of various backgrounds, race,
and gender.
4. Before law school she dealt with civil
matters.
5. During their first year, law students
divided into small sections of 20; everyone
takes required classes as torts, civil procedure,
property, etc.
6. Heather pays much attention to her
study group.
7. There`s also much to do outside of
class in campus.
8. Law school applicants should be wellprepared for LSAT to enter law school.
9. She agrees with the opinion that law
students of HLS are too competitive.
We recommend watching this episode
again to get more details, and answering a set
of questions. Some of the questions may repeat
the possible answers for the previous task,
however, this may be regarded an excellent
drill task. Having answered these questions SS
would develop their subject-specific and intercultural competences.
1. What working experience does she
have?
2. What does ―to be cold-called‖ mean?
3. What outside activities does she have?
4. Can all law students apply to summer
internships?
5. What movies about lawyers does she
mention?
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6. What advice does she give to those
who want to enter law school?
7. What is an application process to
HLS?
Post-viewing
In the last stage, SS are given activities to
summarize the information seen in the video. If
they do it quickly, they may be offered another
activity. They can compare and contrast facts
(a) from the video and text, (b) from what
they've already learnt and seen, and (c) about
two countries (universities). This should be
done in writing. The possible instructions can
be the following:
(b) Look through the reasons of a challenging study at law school. (You have done it on the
text ―How to become a lawyer in the US‖ at the
beginning of the class). Tick the things you have
come across in the video. Add some features not
mentioned there. What things are odd?
(c) Make up/ look through the specific
features of legal education in the USA. What
features did you know before? What items are
new for you? Make up a list of 10 reasons what
makes study at HLS so prestigious?
(d)Divide into four groups. The goals are
given below. Give some examples. This may
demand some time preparation. (ten-twenty
minutes)
1-2. Make up a list of advantages / disadvantages of studying law at HLS.
3-4. Make up a list of advantages / disadvantages of studying law at law faculty in
Russia.
A role play can be added to practice
communication skills (table 6).

Table 6
Role play. Instructions for students
Таблица 6
Пример ролевой игры. Задание для студентов
Student A.

Student B.

You are Heather Pickerell. You have recently enrolled in HLS. One of your
friends phones you to chat. Share the news about this law school, your new life
and people you study with.
You are a friend of Heather Pickerell. You have just known that Heather had entered HLS. You have decided to call and get the news first hand.
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